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Automobile Broker Services LLC sets out to save car buyers Time, Effort, and
most importantly their Money.

Automobile Broker Services LLC (ABS) has set out to revolutionize the way in which cars,
trucks and SUVs are bought. The old practice of car buyers taking days, weeks or even months
to find their new car and then negotiate the price of the car are over.ABS has established a
system for car purchasing that saves customers more money and significantly reduces the time
and effort that a customer would spend finding and purchasing a vehicle

Birmingham, AL (PRWEB) April 28, 2004 -- Purchasing an automobile for some people is the equivalent of
having a tooth pulled, for others it is a necessary evil to meet the demands of their everyday life, and other
people just love cars but hate going to dealerships. However, ABS strives to make the car buying situation a
more enjoyable situation for all consumers. The system that ABS has established focuses on saving customers
the things they like most; their time, effort and of coarse their money.

ABS accomplishes its goals for their customers by taking the time intensive parts of car buying, researching car
prices, options, locating, negotiation, and delivery of a car, out of the equation for the customer. Using a
proprietary methodology ABS manages to research options, pricing, and location of automobiles in typically
less than a day depending on availability of a specific vehicle. ABS can deliver a car in less than five business
days in most cases to a customers house or office and can even make arrangements for cars to be shipped
anywhere in the continental U.S. if need be.

Customers of ABS like Kevin C. of Auburn, AL states Â�ABS is the new way to buy a car, they saved my
fiancÃ© and me almost $4000 on our new Trail Blazer and it was so easy and painless that we will never buy a
car with out the help of ABS again.Â�

There is an easy way to get the car that you want with out all of the hassle, time, and money wasted looking for
that car. ABS is the answer to having a good car buying experience where the customer comes first.
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Contact Information
John Campbell
AUTOMOBILE BROKER SERVICESLLC
http://www.automobilebrokerservices.com/
205.585.2305

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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